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LEADING THE FARM BUREAU: Tawny Tesconi 
takes the reins as county’s ag sector grapples 
with cannabis, other hot-button issues / E1
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KILLING IT ON ‘MINDHUNTER’ » 
Analy grad Britton grabs praise for 
chilling turn on Netflix show.   D1

TOYOTA/SAVE MART 350 » Reigning  
NASCAR Cup Series champ could 
get boost at Sonoma Raceway.  C1

WORLD’S UGLIEST DOG CONTEST »  
English bulldog Zsa Zsa captures 
crown at Sonoma-Marin Fair.   A3

No generator at SR senior facility

A Fountaingrove senior care 
home had no backup generator 
the night an October fire raced 
into Santa Rosa and cut off elec-
tricity to the complex, leaving 

dozens of  infirm residents to 
evacuate in darkness without 
an elevator before it burned to 
the ground, according to an at-
torney suing the company.

Oakmont Senior Living, 
which operated Villa Capri, 
revealed the absence of  a gen-
erator in pretrial discovery 
responses, said San Francisco 
attorney Kathryn Stebner, who 
represents 17 residents and 
family members accusing the 

company and its affiliates of  
negligence and abandonment of  
residents that night.

Oakmont officials also con-
ceded Villa Capri residents 
didn’t participate in fire drills 
conducted by the facility’s staff, 
Stebner said. 

“Without a generator or real 
drills, how were residents with 
wheelchairs and walkers sup-
posed to safely get off the sec-
ond floor in an emergency? This 

situation both shocks me and 
makes me sad to think of  what 
these residents went through,” 
Stebner said. 

Company officials and an at-
torney didn’t respond to multi-
ple requests for comment last 
week.

The revelations emerged this 
month as two Sonoma County 
judges ruled against motions 
by Windsor-based Oakmont Se-
nior Living, which was seeking 

to add PG&E to the case and 
postpone residents’ attorneys 
from interviewing top company 
officials, according to court doc-
uments.

The lawsuit alleges Villa 
Capri staff abandoned at 
least a third of  the roughly 70 
residents, including some who 
were bedridden and living with 
dementia, in the earliest hours 

VILLA CAPRI » Attorney 
says disabled had to use 
stairs under darkness in fire
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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A push 
to build 
higher 
in SR

A plan to suspend bedrock 
state environmental regulations 
to help speed the construction 
of  new housing in fire-ravaged 
Sonoma County received a sym-
pathetic hearing Wednesday in 
Sacramento, but also skepticism 
about whether relaxing envi-
ronmental reg-
ulations was 
the best way to 
help the region 
recover.

A s s e m b l y -
man Jim Wood 
and Santa Rosa 
Mayor Chris 
Coursey told 
a Senate com-
mittee that AB 
2267 was crucial to help Santa 
Rosa stave off the “impending 
economic crisis” the city faces 
if  it doesn’t build new housing 
quickly.

“In the aftermath of  this trag-
edy, the data suggests that un-
less the region can replace these 
homes and expand the supply 

Exemption from state 
environmental rules 
sought in fire rebuild
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT 
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LANDSCAPE TRANSFORMED: Caitlin Cornwall, a biologist and research program manager with the Sonoma Ecology Center, takes in the view Thursday from a 
ridgeline of Sugarloaf Ridge State Park at Hood Mountain, which was burned during the October fires, near Kenwood.  

Charred landscape 
tells fire’s complex toll

Despite blackened trees, f lames have rejuvenated some plant growth

The scorched ridges rising 
above Sonoma Valley still look 
from the air like the October 

wildfires were recent, the flames’ 
path over the Mayacamas Moun-
tains visible in dark shadows of  bare 
earth and burned trees.

Past the 
wing of  a 
plane at 
2,500 feet, 
beyond the 
decimated 
neighbor-
hoods of  
Coffey Park 
and Foun-
taingrove, 
Hood 
Mountain 
stands like 
a battle- 
scarred 

sentinel, one of  several well-known 
peaks that serve as silent memori-
als to blazes that burned hottest on 
steep, rugged terrain.

Eight months after wind-whipped 
flames spread and converged across 
137 squares miles of  Sonoma County 

beginning Oct. 8, the human toll is 
indisputable. 

Twenty-four lives were lost here 
in the firestorm. Nearly 5,300 homes 
were destroyed. 

Whole neighborhoods were leveled 
and dispersed, the diaspora still large-
ly unmeasured though three seasons 

that have passed since the fires. 
But the landscape tells a nuanced 

story of  stark contrasts — ecological 
setbacks, losses and risks unleashed 
by the fires, as well as gains for na-
ture and an ongoing rejuvenation in 

By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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“We’re really concerned about a lot of people cutting down  
a lot of vegetation because it will make them feel safe.”
CAITLIN CORNWALL, biologist, about landscape decisions being made after the October wildfires

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

SPECIAL SECTION
A look back at the recovery 
effort after the wildfires / H1
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FOUNTAINGROVE RISING 

ABOVE AREA’S OBSTACLES 

Signs emerging across hillside 

community that construction  

is poised to gain momentum.  

Page H6

ESTABLISHING SERVICES 

IN LARKFIELD AREA

With sewer proposal advancing 

and utility crews at work, pace  

set to pick up for homebuilding.  

Page H8

RENEWAL BEGINS AT  

PEPPERWOOD PRESERVE

Caretakers find “fire is an agent 

of rebirth and recovery” for  

landscape at 3,200-acre property.  

Page H11

EXPLORING OPEN SPACES 

COMING BACK TO LIFE

Opportunities to witness nature’s 

rejuvenation after wildfires are  

happening in parks all around us.  

Page H12

A Western bluebird perches on a 

charred wooden post in the Sleepy 

Hollow neighborhood of Santa Rosa.
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Rebuild
NORTH BAY

T
he green grass of spring, bird-

song and the burst of wildflowers. 

They were the first signs of hope 

to emerge this year from a North 

Bay landscape transformed overnight by a 

cauldron of fire in October. 

The blazes churned across thousands 

of acres of cherished public ground, burn-

ing all or parts of five regional and state 

parks in Sonoma County. Ridgetop forests, 

popular trails and even verdant stream-

beds were left unrecognizable. Many spots 

remained closed for months. 

But fire has long played a natural role 

here. And the scars it left on our landscape 

more than eight months ago are slowly 

healing. New seedlings have sprouted, 

wildlife has returned and stewards have 

fanned out to tend the recovery.   

“People are critical to the health of the 

land,” one ecologist says. The same holds 

true for our own health. It depends on the 

places we inhabit, the resources we share 

and their comeback in the wake of the fires.

FOCUS ON NATURAL RESOURCES
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EXAMINING 
PLANTS: Claudia 
Zbinden looks at 
a matilija poppy 
on the property, 
where she lived 
outside Santa 
Rosa on Tuesday.  

Border crisis 
not backed 
up by data

BROWNSVILLE, Texas — The 
mayor of  this Texas border city 
has been dealing with a crisis.

This past week, he declared a 
state of  emergency. Drones filled 
the skies and emergency vehicles 
raced down the streets. But none 
of  it had anything to do with ille-
gal immigration.

It had to do with the weather.
A severe thunderstorm 

caused widespread flooding 
throughout the Rio Grande Val-
ley in recent days. That other 
crisis — the one that President 
Donald Trump says has been 
unfolding on the border be-
cause of  the illegal entry of  im-
migrants — is largely a fiction, 
the mayor, Tony Martinez, and 
other Brownsville residents and 
leaders said.

“There is not a crisis in the 

By MANNY FERNANDEZ 
AND LINDA QIU
NEW YORK TIMES
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